
SECRET

REPORT TO LIAISON COMMITTEE

ON PRESENTATTON OF

CONSEVATIVE POLICIES ON LAW AND ORDER

SECTION 1 - Public Perceptions

A short summary of public attitudes, as can be discerned from
opinion surveys, is attempted first. This is obviously based on
surveys of all-Party opinion, and should be read as such; as is
shown in para. 5 there is some groundswell of opinion in our own
Party which is different from that among supporters of other Parties.
(The main sources are Tracking Surveys; Gallup "Law and Order"
August 1981; MORI, "Attitudes to Police", August 1981; ORC,
December 1981; NOP, Police, November 1981; Marplan, January 1982;
Gallup, December 1981.)

Law and order is generelly an important secondary issue, rather
than a persistent detelmining factor in voting intention. It
does inevitably become exceptionally important at unforeseeable
times of crisis (e.g. riots, aftermath of publicity given to
Peouliarly serious offence).

It is likely - Even at nolul times - that opinion polls may
understate the potential 'negative' impact of criminal activity.
Each instance of private grief (e.g. a mugging or a burglary
among family and friends) or private anxiety (e.g. the reading -
of an alaiming report in a local newspaper) may raise law
and order to a higher level of sdlience on the individual level.

	

• 3. There are apparent differences in perception between Scotland-
and England and Wales. More people in England and WPies appear
to regard further improvements in law and order as important.

	

4. The Conservative Party is seen as more likely than any other to
be effective on this issue.

	

'7,1• Tne problem of Law and Order is far more imPortant to Conser-
vative supporters, or Potential supporters, than those presentl,
committed to the Labour Party. There is evidence, however,
that it is seen as an influential second-rank issue by
supporters of the Alliance, particularly those disposed *;c)
return to Conservative aliegiance if circumstances change.

	

6, Althouh Marblan, January 19:-'32, showed a ma,lority who thou,zhttha
Government unsuccessful on law and order in lgCl, thP ErPneral7y
more reliable Gallup, Decem,:er 1991, and other polls, demonstrac.
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that somewhat more approve than disapprove of the overall
record. Approval on law and order is normally stronger than
any other issue, althoug-h margins of approval are less sub-
startial thar at times in thP past.

lamost all people believe crimP is ircreasirg in thP UK; th=
vast macrity, even in the aftermath of the riots, saw this as
a problem common to all co ,J-ntr.iPs. Tt woud be wortliwhilp
to continue to emphasize this point, provided 'Itis not

allowed to appear a plea of impotence.

3. The vast majorily of the population (more than four in five)
have confidence in the police. There is overwhelming support
for the 'bobby on the beat'. Most see the Conservative
Government as having supported the police. Same poll evidence
(MORI August 1981, NOP November 1981) suggests that a
significant proportion of the population (between a fifth
and a Quarter) have had their confidence in the police reduced
in recent years. This is more marked among young people,
and, to some extent, middle class groups. One cannot neglect
the impact of insensitive behaviour by some young constables,
and the 'dripfeed' effect of the excessive prominence given
in the liberal media to individual cases of presumed or actual
wrongdoing by the police.

... Coloured reoPle - particularly youths - are seen as proportion-
ately more likely to be involved in crime.

After the riots particular attention was directed to the
'causes' of crime. Among the leading causes named as 'fairly
important' or 'very important' in Gallup, August 1981, which had
been regarded as equally, or almost as, important in earlier
surveys, were: breakdown in resPect for authority and law (91),
bad example set by parents (88A, laws too lenient (80A,
violence in television entertainment 67/0). The leading causes,
which had seemed significantly less important before the riots,
or where there was no previous evidence were: unemployment (90%),
lack of discipline in schools (81%),media coverage of crime

(75/0), poverty (73A, and racial conflict (66'70). Clearly many
of these perceived causes go far beyond Home Office areas of
responsibility. Combatting them must be tart of a more genera")  
Conservative reassertion of the need to respect authority and
maintain order.

Direct experience of crime is limited. Most perceptions are
second-I-land. In Gallup, ,=_u.-7-ust 1981, tNo-frirds c= tosP
questioned (more than in 1 080) said there was r_oarPa ir th=ir

locality where they wo,ld ce afraid to walk at night. OnP-th-ra

exPressed fears, however. ;Fclls do  LOT  reflect evident fears
which are felt in o.=rtaln localiti=s. last August,
almost two-thirds of ttcse q,)_estioned said that neither they,
nor those close  TC  them, haa been victms o= cr-me -n recent
years. OvPrwl -P1m4 1-,-, the :"*ICST  commor
- exTeraenced cr Lncv,n cf =s closest
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and friends, by a Quarter of those Questioned.

12. The majority of people believe that the individual is resporsYcle
antirely or in part for law—breaking, rather than that environ—
mente-1 factors in society are responsible. Even after the rots
less than a fifth thought the environment made people comm-it
crime; only a fifth thought the environment partly to blame.

1. Very few people believe prison sentences as a whole to be too
long; a significant majority think them toc short for some
crimes.

Reclamation/treauL,ent is thought tO be the first purpose of
sentencing by a comparatively small number of people. A
mixture of retribution and deterrence is supported by a
significant majority.

There is significant majority acceptance of the idea of non—
custodial sentences for petty offenders.

Amajority say they would sUpport the return of corpordl
punishment.

A majority see capital punishment as a deterrent. More than
two—thirds of those Questioned in Gallup, August 1981, would
support it for murder of policemen or allay personnel, for
terrorist murder, for murder 'for the fun of it', and murder
after rape.

The majority do not believe that capital punishment will
be brought back. ale Conservative Party is seen as by far the
most likely to restore it; almost no—one believes either the
Liberals or Social Democrats would do so.

SECTION 2 — Public PercePtions and Party presentation

I. Therr- is much that is aricouraing in recorded attitudes:

Conservatives are by far the leading party on this issue.

There is more approval =or thHs aspect o7'-' the record thar_
others.

There is strong support for the police, to whom we have given
firm backing.

75'lerP is an emphatfl rity subto
policies on serious crime.

_ Triner. =,__„_, and
internationelimnefia ce ly



suscertible to Government action.

- There 'is more generally an emrhasis on ind i vidual rPs-cos-
ibility for crim.e, temrered ty some concern ever unemrleyment
ard depresed living standards in some i=reas.

- There is accebtance of the idea of non-custodal seritence-,-
for retty offenders, together with an insistence en lorig
sentences for serious crime.

All these attitudes are in line with the Conservative approach.

Some percebtions are less encouraging:

(i) There is less conviction than there has been in the past,
though there is still a majority belief, that the Govern-
ment's record has been successful.

- This should be fiercely countered. The Party cannot afford
to lose a positive advantage on a 'Conservative' issue.
This year in England and 'Wes, the passage of the Crminal
Justice Bill, a crucially important refolm in the law,
Provides a clear opportunity for a campaign to demonstrate
how, with this final measure, we have fully implemented uur
Election promises. We can exploit it elso as an opportunity
to make more widely known the details of our record. Among
the main components of the Bill trvI,1_,(A,--ocAl most
support are the revision of law on the sentencing cf young
offenders, better regulations for compensating the victims
of crime, and the increase in parental resPonsibility for
the wrong-doing of their children.

There is a feeling that crime is still on the increase.

- The crime figures are worsening. Paradoxically,effective
policing, which becomes aware of more crimes, can contribute
to this. But the existence of this sentiment means that_
we must stress the international scale of the problem,
and set crime in its broader context of social discipline.
There is a responsibility for everyone in society to help
the police, report crime, criticise and, in apPropriate
cases, punish infringements of proPer standards by children
and adults. A national campaign along h--.3 line might be-
considered to emphasise these points, and deflect the idea
that Government alone has the resbonsibility. Even
'community policing' should mean bolicing which has active  
community assistance, not bolicing designed to win faveur
with a bassive community .

Mare is Poncerr about the prevalence of law-breaki
some young blacks.

- 7-nis impl i es that we should be candid about t-ri s brob7 eri
and be seen to state clearly to Inembere e= thp  blank
community the dangers ef any such trend, and cur
unwillinuness to tolerate it. We mut rot allon
susb cien to 7---row thPt the -I Ps: Isacun:Pa Lee-- firmly  to
rn7ror-i ,-o=1;_nj Li cc.
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iv There -is some feelina that unambloyment and social
deprivation are factors contributing to crime.

This sentiment will obviously 2e lessened ivr_erce.ived
eco-oTjc recvery a1  though  1.1',7;1 =e=lcyment will remai-
a -c-c121e: -... Ir nounterira it t-here'oe we r-ust stress the
Pobular theme of individ-aal resronsibility for criminal
action. No plea of deprivation can excuse criminal activ
We should seek tc emphasise also in =-v del,ates those
Perceived caus=s of crime whic-n are more h.c1p 4-11-1 tc

(v )
There is widespread sentiment for capital and for corporal

-ounishment, on which we cannot deliver. At times we will
be forced to confront these issues in public.

This imblies that we should cause a coherent case a„-7ainst
judicial corooral punishment to be developed, as may be
possible during the passage of the Criminal Justice Bill.

It implies that we should emphasise the Parliamentary
rosition on capital punishment. This argument must not
become personalized. Some of the complicating factors
surrounding the reintroduction of capital punishment
might be more heavily stressed.

SECTTON - The Record

Marketing our record effectively will be the most forceful resronse
to criticism. There are differences, however, in the criminal justice
systems in England and Wales.

(i) Tn ED.c.land 


A policy of suprort for the police has raised the strength
to record levels, attracted high cuality recruits, retained
experienced officers, improved morale and ecuipment. Wb
have given unique treatmcnt to their pay, in direct contrast
to the Labour Party. Training methods are constantly being
improved; more 'bobbies' are back on the beat.

Prison administration has been reformed; we have anded an era
of neglect of the prisons; ther a maTor buildin7 pro-c-ramme,
involving eight new prisons, the first for many years.

The 'short, sharr shock' reime is creratim in r;etPntior  
,centres.

_ We have greatly increased the =fiber of attendance cntr=.

We have supported senior uc1icia 1  calls for heavy deterrent
sentences for crimes of violence.

We have widened the ranse of p=nalte= available to the court=.

We are introducins a cc=2,-eh,--nsv law on
scums 077'r,nders.

71-p-re wilL -7=o17., cf
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— We are introducing residential care orders.

— ConTDe,nsato-n l'or the vHctms of cre is greatly imrroved.

We have croved our determination to

Sco land 


Police strenath has greaL_,y increased; more crecal (-onstaG7e.:-,
are being encouraged.

A major reform of criminal b)rocedure, police powers, and
Penities.

Identification parade procedure has been overhauled.

Police now have stop and search powers for offensive weapons.

— For the first time police have a limited legal power of
detention.

— A ban on alcohol in football grounds has been introduced.

A new offence of vandalism anphasises the gravity of this crime.

Better compensation for the victims of crime.

Improvements are being made in Scottish prisons; prison
officers are being ollowed to buy their houses.

SECTTON 4 — The Presentational Approach

Too many people are still insufficiently aware of this very
Positive record. Ministers outside the Home Office, back—bench
MPs, the Party organisation could all contribute more to. the.
selling of these important thanes.

The crime rate is seen to be rising. As recorded in the figures
that is true. But this should not be allowed to promote a
"they've done nothine sentiment. The figures can even be
turned to gur advantage. (This is a world—wide problem. But
we are determined to uphold the authority of the law. The rise
in crime makes it imperative to have a Conservative Government
to tackle it. How would we fare under any other Party?)

•

As implied above, we can be more aggressive about our political
rivals. NG other Party in the field is going tc criticise us
for loeinE too weak on this issue. 7:c other Party is likely
to take supporters away from us by offering a more positive
approach. But we could give pause tc these who may be
disenchanted, by ezplaini= our Policies better, and by askir
what the alternatives would ba, caricaturinE other P=rtire'
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supposed alternative strategies, and impugning the poor
record of our opponents, and the disresPect for the law or
the far Left.

4 Presenting our policies is a delicate balancing act. Our
Toursuit of the firm but balanced policies outlined above has
olper,Pd us to attack from two Quarters - =rom those who s,ee PvQr
more severe penalties as the only deterrent to crime, as well
as from those of a more liberal o,':,inion who believe, wrongly,
that our policies recognis_e insufficiently the importance of
the treaLient and rehabilitation of offenders. Presentation is
the more delicate for those Ministers deparLmentally
responsible who answer for the criminal justice system which
must be kept free from partisan taint. This makes it all the
more important for Conservatives outside the Departments of
State to contribute to political debate. Ministers have,
however, clearly laid down lines of approach which are well
in tune with public perceptions and aspirations:

The Government places the highest priority on maintaining
the rule of law.

- At a time of recession. scarce resources have been made
available for extra spending in this area.

- We are seeking more effective detection, deterrence, and
sentencing of offenders.

We have strongly supported the police in the proper
performance of their duties and have significantly
strengthened them.

We are widening the rane of penalties available to the
courts.

- While developing alternatives to prison and the use of
shorter sentences for lesser crimes, we insist on long,
deterrent sentences for the serious offences.

We are facing the problems in prisons with a resolution
not seen for many years.

We are paying particular attention to the disturbing
incidence of crime amongst the young.

Few of these themes are controversial. We must avoid being
seen as uncritically the "police party", and have rightly
balancedstrongly supportive words and actions with
condemnation of infrinements by police. We have to be
careful to explain that the policy cf shorter sentences applies
only to lesser offenders. The theme is that the first taste o7'
prison is what deters.

The Conservatve Party Ilas rightly always martared th
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importance of respect for The authority of the law. Policies
designed to promote discipline and self—discipline in society
command widespread support. Our policies on law and order are
criticslly important. But the law and order services are
mainly concerned with limiting the damaze that delincuency
can inflict on society, and with iecer:_aa those who are
dis osed tc crime.

There are many other Government Departments whose work is
equally important in this respect. We need to restrict the
growth of delincuency from an early age. We need to ',provide
more people with the sense of responsiPility that comes from
having a tangible stake in society. Therefore as part of
the theme of promoting a disciplined and responsible society,
we must stress, alongside our law and order programme, Policies
such as:

— The development of better standards and effective discipline
in schools. Potential delinquents can frequently be
identified at an early age.

— The strengthening of family life and the restoration of a
wider sense of parental responsibility.

The rebuilding of inner city life.

The promotion of discipline in the workplace to which our
trade union refoluis can make such an important contribution.

— The widening of ownership in society — through housing
policies, employee share ownership, and incentives to save.

By insisting on the maintenance of the authority of the law,
we can reassure those whose great wish it is to preserve the
stability of society and to enjoy that most basic freedom,
to go about their business without fear of interference by
those who defy the law. The traditional Conservative approach.
should highlight these themes. We should make it clear that
the individual wrongdoer must in the general interest be held
responsible for his actions.. _We should establish the
equation between ibdisCipline and ultimate instability.

7. We must lay more Emphasis on the immense cost of crime.
Cost, in financial tel-ms — from the extra price on items in
shops because of shoplifting, through to the immense expense
of maintaining police, courts and prisons; cost, too, in
persoral terms — in individual fear and suffering. Ln this
connection we should further publicise the importance we
attach to the victims of crime, the support we have given tc
victims' support schemes, improvements in criminal injuries
compensation, and the insistence, in the Criminal Justice
Eill, that compensation for victims should come first in
sentencing, before any other call on the resources of an offender
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We must embrace the community more directly in the upholding
c-f- tile law- The Home Secretary is rightly stressing this
theme in his remarks on policing. In crime preventior ard
crime detection a civilian population that is properly
informed, interested and concerned about crime can be as
effective as a large number of extra police at far less cost.
The principle that it is thP citizen's duty to -
just as the Government tries to help - those impartial -FornPs
that uphold the law is essential to a free society. Without
Government backing and without positive - not apathetic -
popular support the forces of law and order would be hamstrung.
In this context it would be worthwilile also to ccrsider
developing - as has been done in Scotland - a campaign to
recruit more specinl constrables, so that the police,
expansive crime-fighting weapons, can be left more free to
concentrate on their most essential duties.

There is Every reason to be proud of the Conservative record,
Every reason to expect that it is possible to extend once
more the margin of approvnl of our perfolmance. There will
inevitably be moments of crisis and of public disouiet.
Efte issue will always be overshadowed by the great economic
considerations. But, actively projected by the Party as
a whole, aur policies can continue to be an important, and
distinctly Conservative, factor in binding to us our support.

2.3. 1982


